How to Use the RCAC Interactive Map:

1. Click the projects icons to see the project’s brief description. For more information, click read more. See the project legend below.

Legend

- Environmental Finance Center
- Building Rural Economics
- Loan Fund
- Housing
- Environmental

2. Use the filter below the map to filter based on projects’ types or titles.

Select Project Page
3. Use the **Zoom-In icon** on the right hand corner of the map to zoom into the map or by using the zoom in feature of your computer keyboard/mouse.

4. Click the **Zoom Back** on the left corner of the message box to zoom back to the entire map view.

5. Click any RCAC western state to view the state map.

6. To go back to the main map view, click on the state map.

7. For more information or questions about the RCAC Project Highlights Map, contact:

   Thi Pham  
   tpham@rcac.org  
   (916) 856 - 8025